Resources for AF Denver Students

Are you looking for ways to practice and support your learning outside of class? This list has a variety of resources to help!

**Mobile Apps**
- **Duolingo** - Written lessons, vocabulary, and podcasts. Can compete with friends!
- **Drops** - Vocabulary practice in a focused 5 minutes per day format.
- **Memrise** - Uses *mems* to engage and make language learning fun!
  Learn French with RFI (android only)
- **Lingoclip** - Improve your listening to French music and fill in the blanks

**Study Resources**
- FR-EN Dictionary + Verb Conjugator: www.wordreference.com
- Vocabulary-Audio/visual: languageguide.org/french/vocabulary
- French Grammar Explained: laits.utexas.edu/tex/gr

**Games and Interactive Learning**
- Interactive exercises: la-conjugaison.nouvelobs.com/exercice
- Interactive exercises for kids and teens: lumni.fr
- https://langue-francaise.tv5monde.com/decouvrir
- https://langue-francaise.tv5monde.com/jouer

**Improve Comprehension**
- Listen to news and current events at your level: https://francaisfacile.rfi.fr/fr/
- Practice French with TV5 Monde: apprendre.tv5monde.com
- Get exposure to new music: https://lyricstraining.com/fr/

**Culture and Media**
  Le Monde: lemonde.fr
  Le Parisien: leparisien.fr
  Le Figaro: lefigaro.fr
  TV5 Monde: tv5monde.com
  Courrier International: courrierinternational.com
  Le Gorafi (news satire, like *The Onion*): legorafi.fr
- News and media for kids: https://www.1jour1actu.com/

*The Alliance Française de Denver does not require students to enroll in any of the services above mentioned, nor is the AFD promoting any of the paid products. It does not any receive royalties from by promoting them.*